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Abstract— The development of intelligent drones has simpli-
fied aerial filming and provided smarter assistant tools for users
to capture a film-look footage. Existing methods of autonomous
aerial filming either specify predefined camera movements for a
drone to capture a footage, or employ heuristic approaches for
camera motion planning. However, both predefined movements
and heuristically planned motions are hardly able to provide
cinematic footages for various dynamic scenarios. In this paper,
we propose a data-driven learning-based approach, which can
imitate a professional cameraman’s intention for capturing a
film-look aerial footage of a single subject in real-time. We
model the decision-making process of the cameraman with two
steps: 1) we train a network to predict the future image com-
position and camera position, and 2) our system then generates
control commands to achieve the desired shot framing. At the
system level, we deploy our algorithm on the limited resources
of a drone and demonstrate the feasibility of running automatic
filming onboard in real-time. Our experiments show how our
data-driven planning approach achieves film-look footages and
successfully mimics the work of a professional cameraman.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most common goals for drone enthusiasts is
to capture film-like videos via drones. The development of
intelligent drones makes it more convenient and efficient to
capture high-quality footage, such as the footage complying
with a predefined image composition (e.g. image center)
and/or following predefined camera movement (e.g. circling).
However, these heuristic settings provide few filming styles
and cannot always satisfy the user’s expectation. Therefore,
we expect the drone to be more intelligent to learn filming
skills and improvise cinematic videos.

Watching a large number of video clips captured by
professional filmmakers is an effective way for beginners to
learn video shooting skills and ultimately derive their own
creative works. Such a “watching - learning - imitating”
strategy has been successfully applied to camera planning
in some automated filming tasks and is known as ”imitation
filming”. [1] and [2] learned a recurrent decision tree to
automate basketball game broadcasting with a pan-tilt-zoom
(PTZ) camera. [3] learned an agent for tracking a salient
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object through 360◦ panoramic videos using a recurrent
neural network. These successful applications of imitation
filming benefit from low-degree-of-freedom control outputs
and the manually-labeled data.

Inspired by these works, we aim to extend imitation learn-
ing to the more complex drone system to assist inexperienced
users to capture cinematic footage. However, there exist
several challenges that prohibit direct usage of the existing
data-driven approaches in our task.

1) Hard to provide an objective evaluation metric: The
goal of our task, i.e. cinematic aerial footage, is subjective.
Although [4]–[6] provides several metrics (e.g. lighting,
color and composition) to quantify the aesthetic quality of
the footage, it is still difficult to use these metrics to drive
the drone to capture cinematic videos.

2) Lack of the annotated training data: Imitation learning
requires the video and synchronized camera pose as training
data. Although existing visual-based camera pose estimation
(e.g. ORB-SLAM [7, 8]) can estimate the camera pose
(without the absolute scale), the ambiguous scale makes it
infeasible to feed the camera pose with different scales into
the training network.

In this work, we focus on filming videos containing one
subject, the framing of the filmed subject, including the
image composition and the relative camera position to the
subject, is an important aspect of aesthetic assessment [9].
Based on this intuition, we propose the following techniques
to address the above challenges:

1) We imitate the decision-making process of profes-
sional cameraman using a supervised learning network. The
network learns to predict the next camera movement by
minimizing the difference between the image composition
and camera position generated from the professional videos
and the output from the network.

2) We estimate the relative camera pose to the subject
based on the perspective projection of the subject’s skeleton.
This method makes the scale of the camera pose to be related
only to the height of the subject. Therefore, we can fix the
subject’s height to guarantee the input camera pose with the
same scale.

Our system takes the shot framing given by a user as
input and automatically records the scene as a professional
cameraman. We mount two GPUs (one Manifold [10]
and one TX2 [11]) on a DJI Matrix 100 drone [12] to
achieve real-time computation. In addition, we develop a user
interface (UI) to assist users to conveniently design shots.

In summary, our contributions are three-fold. First, we
introduce imitation learning to drone cinematography, sig-
nificantly enhancing the drone’s intelligence. Second, our



proposed system allows a user to focus on the shot design
and dramatically reduce the needs for drone control. This
simplifies capturing cinematic shots for drone beginners.
Third, we implement the entire system, including skeleton
detection, viewpoint prediction and trajectory planning, and
demonstrate the feasibility of running the system in real-
time on a standard drone platform with limited computation
resources.

We discuss related work in Sec. II, and describe some
preliminary information in Sec. III. We give the problem
definition in Sec. IV. The implementation of training and
testing are presented in Sec. V and Sec. VI, respectively,
followed by the system architecture in Sec. VII. In Sec. VIII,
we present the experimental results to evaluate our system.
Finally, we give the conclusion in Sec. IX.

II. RELATED WORK

Autonomous Aerial Filming: Commercially available
applications are often limited to watching a specified target
from a fixed viewpoint, e.g. ActiveTrack [13], or a fixed
path, e.g., Quickshot [14]. These modes are hardly able to
provide cinematic footage for various dynamic scenarios.

Consequently, several algorithms [15]–[22] regarding
human-drone interaction have been proposed. [15]–[18]
allow users to specify the subject size, viewing angle and
position on the screen to generate quadrotor motion plans
automatically. However, their methods consider the camera
and drone as the same rigid body in the control optimization
and as a result, this model suffers from shaking footage
in flight. The systems in [19]–[21] model a camera on a
gimbal attached to a quadrotor and apply two independent
controllers to guarantee smooth videos. These techniques are
used essentially to move the camera to the closest pose in
terms of the user’s input; therefore, the aesthetic quality of
the video highly relies on the user’s input. Huang et al.
[22] designed an automatic drone filming system without
the user input. This method employs an aesthetic objective–
maximizing the visibility of the subject–to automate aerial
filming in action scenes. But this objective is oversimplified
and is not applicable to many real-world scenarios.

Imitation Filming: Imitation filming is essentially a data-
driven autonomous camera planning. [1] and [2] directly use
the video clips of basketball games to imitate professional
filming for team sports. [3] uses images labeled with the
object’s position for their application of tracking the most
salient object in the 360◦ panoramic video. Our system
aims to capture aesthetic footage for human action, yet
the definition of ”aesthetic” is subjective and ambiguous.
Therefore, it is difficult to formulate the problem without
predefined heuristics.

III. PRELIMINARY

A. Coordinates Definition

We denote (·)w as the world frame, which is initialized
by the drone’s navigation system. (·)c is the camera frame
and (·)v is the image frame, where the origin is the center
of the screen. To describe the relative position between the

Fig. 1. The framework of imitation filming.

subject and the camera, we use the subject’s 3D skeleton
joints to define the subject-oriented coordinate system (·)s.
The subject-oriented coordinate system is updated with the
subject’s movement. More concretely, the origin is the center
of the subject’s 3D skeleton and three axes are defined as
follows:

zs = zw

xs = norm(pwls − pwrs)× zs

ys = zs × xs,
(1)

where pwls and pwrs denote the 3D positions of the subject’s
left shoulder and the right shoulder, respectively in the world
coordinate system, and zw denotes the z-axis of the world
coordinates.

B. Shot Definition

We define the subject’s appearance on the screen as “shot”
[16], which is related to three important aspects: 1) camera-
subject distance, 2) relative viewing angle, and 3) the screen
position of the filmed target. Therefore, we represent the shot
with two features:

s = {pv, T s} ∈ R5, (2)

where T s is the camera’s relative position in the subject-
oriented coordinated system, and pv is the center of the
subject’s 2D projection on the camera screen.

IV. PROBLEM DEFINITION

Our system takes the desired shot sd given by the user
as the input and automatically records the video, where the
evolution of the subject’s appearance over time is close to
professional filming. Considering that aerial filming is a con-
tinuous process, the future camera movement is determined
by not only the current shot st but also the previous shots
{st−K , ..., st−2, st−1}. The set consisting of the current and
previous shots is denoted by s≤t.

Our task is to model the conditional probability of the next
camera movement based on s≤t and sd. Because the camera
pose directly corresponds to how the subject appears on the
screen, we divide the motion prediction into two steps: 1)
predict the next shot se based on the previous shots s≤t and
the desired shot sd, and 2) estimate the next camera pose



Fig. 2. The camera poses (PA, PB and PC ) are estimated from a sequence
of frames (IA, IB and IC ). The estimated camera positions are represented
in the subject-oriented coordinate system.

based on the predicted shot. Finally, the next camera pose
will be published to the flight control to guide the drone.

In the following, we introduce the imitation filming
method in terms of training phase and testing phase.

V. TRAINING

We illustrate the training part of our method in Fig. 1(top).
First, we extract the shot features from the collected profes-
sional videos. Second, we use the sliding windows to create
the training data set, where each tuple consists of se, s≤t and
sd. Finally, we use the supervised learning network to train
a prediction model p(se|s≤t, sd).

A. Data Collection

We start by collecting a set of demonstrations for our task.
To obtain continuous video clips with good image compo-
sition and smooth camera movement, we download videos
containing only one person from www.gettyimages.com,
which offers professional photography and videography.
Specifically, we use the keywords ”aerial view, one man
only, sport” to obtain 1,641 videos clips, each of which is
around 15 seconds long. Because some videos are captured in
poor lighting conditions, from a long distance, and/or include
occlusions, which affect the 2D skeleton detection, we feed
these videos to a 2D skeleton detection network based on
OpenPose to remove the videos where the subject cannot
be identified in more than 4/5 of the sequence. Because we
resize the input video by 304x176 pixels to guarantee real-
time computation in the testing phase, we also resize the
training data to achieve the same scale. Finally, we obtain
298 feasible videos, from which 200 videos are randomly
selected as the training set and the remaining videos are test
set.

B. Shot Feature Extraction

In this subsection, we present how to extract the feature
Eq. 2 from the aerial video. We divide feature extraction into
five main steps:

1) We use Openpose [23] to detect the 2D skeleton in the
image. To address incomplete 2D joint estimation caused
by occlusion, we use the value in the previous frame to
compensate the missing space of the current frame. The
center of the 2D skeleton joints is set as pv .

2) We use a seq2seq model [24] to estimate the 3D
skeleton from the 2D skeleton. The estimated 3D skeleton is
without global position information.

3) We follow [25] [26] and use the predefined subject’s
height to estimate the subject’s relative position to the
camera, where the scale of the camera-subject distance is
related to the subject’s height. Considering that the network
requires the input camera pose to maintain the same scale,
we set the height of the subject to be the same in all the
videos. In fact, the height setting has no impact on learning
because the input will be normalized before being fed into
the network. We set the height as 1.8m in training phase.

4) We then transform the subject’s relative position in the
camera coordinate system to the camera’s position T s in the
subject-oriented coordinate system.

5) We normalize the shot feature to balance the scale
between the screen position and the spatial position as
follows:

x̂v = xv/(width/2)

ŷv = yv/(height/2)

x̂s = xs/max(xs)

ŷs = ys/max(ys)

ẑs = zs/max(zs),

(3)

where max(xs),max(ys) and max(zs) are the maximum
distances of the training data in the three respective axes.
The width and height are the pixel-wise width and height
of the input video, respectively. Each video is represented as
a sequence of vectors s = [x̂v, ŷv, x̂s, ŷs, ẑs].

C. Training Data Generation

In this subsection, we introduce how to construct the
training tuples given a sequence of shot features. We utilize
an N -length sliding window to scan the whole sequence. We
select the feature of the first K frames (K will be discussed
in Sec. 5. D) of the window to be s≤t. We set the shot feature
of the (K+1)th frame and the Nth as the next shot se and sd,
respectively. To cover more cases, the length of the sliding
window starts with 20 frames for each scan and increases
until it is the length of the entire video clip. In addition,
we flip each frame of the video horizontally to augment the
training video.

D. Learning Network

In this subsection we describe how to model the condi-
tional probability p(se|s≤t, sd). A natural choice is to use
a neural machine translation (NMT) architecture [27]–[30],
which consists of two components: (a) an encoder, which
computes a hidden state for the source input words, and (b)
a decoder, which generates one target output word given a
target input word. The objective is formulated as follows:

Jθ =
∑

(se,s≤t,sd)∈D

− log p(se|s≤t, sd, θ), (4)

where θ are learned parameters of the encoder and the
decoder, and D are our parallel training corpus.



Fig. 3. The network architecture for imitation filming.

In our application, the encoder and decoder architecture
are based on two long short-term memory (LSTM) networks
[31] with 512 hidden units. This allows the network to learn
when to forget previous hidden states and when to update
hidden states given new information. In addition, we wrap
the LSTM with an attention layer [29, 30] to handle possible
long-length sequences.

The network architecture is illustrated in Fig. 3. The en-
coder receives a sequence of shot features s≤t and produces a
context vector Ct. The decoder is responsible for predicting
the next shot se given the context vector Ct and sd. The
context vector Ct is the linear combination of the previous
K hidden states from the source input and corresponding
attention weights, as follows:

Ct =

K∑
k=0

at−kht−k, (5)

The attention weight ak is derived by comparing the
current hidden state hd from the decoder with each source
hidden state of ht from the encoder:

ak = align(hk, hd)

=
exp(score(hk, hd))∑
k≤t exp(score(hk, hd))

,
(6)

where score is referred to as a parameterized function to
evaluate the similarity between hd and hk. Here we adopt
Luong’s multiplicative style score(hk, hd) = hTdWhk [29].
We analyze the attention weight ak to understand where
the network should focus its attention during decoding.
Fig. 4 illustrates the distribution of the attention weights
when the length of the input sequence is 5. The last hidden
state obtains the highest attention (a4) from the model and
creates a context vector with more than fifty percent weights.
Because the sum of the last four average attention weights
(a1∼4) is more than 90%, it is sufficient to set the length of
the input sequence to five (K = 5).

Given the target hidden state hd and the source-side
context vector Ct, we employ a simple concatenation layer
to combine the information from both vectors to produce a
transition viewpoint as follows:

Fig. 4. The box plot of the 5-steps attention weights of 250 sequences.
The attention weight ak of the last step is the highest and plays the most
important role to create a context vector.

se = tanh(W [Ct;hd]), (7)

Across all the experiments, we use Adamax [32] to
perform the optimization, with a learning rate of 0.0001.

VI. TESTING

In this section, we introduce the implementation of the test
phase (see Fig. 1(bottom)). First, the system extracts shot
features of the input video stream in real-time and collect
the shot features of the latest 5 frames as the buffer s≤t.
Simultaneously, we follow [25] [26] to use the extracted
skeleton and the prior knowledge of the subject’s height to
estimate the subject’s relative position to the camera. Given
the known drone’s positioning information, we can obtain
the position and orientation of the subject in the real world.

Second, we take the framing objective given by the user
as sd, and then feed s≤t and sd into the learned network
(Sec. V. D) to predict the feature of the next shot se.

Finally, we apply the joint quadrotor and camera model
used in [19] [?] to model the gimbal and drone body.
The subject’s screen position pv and the relative camera
position T s in se are used to guide the gimbal and drone
body movement independently. It is noted that the predicted
pv and T s are required to recover their scale based on the
inverse operation of Eq. 3 before further processing.

A. Gimbal Control

We apply the PD controller to adjust the gimbal camera
to place the subject in the predicted screen position pv .

B. Drone Body Control

We adopt min-snap (second derivative of acceleration)
piecewise trajectory planning [33] to guide the drone. The
generated trajectory consists of two-segments: st → se and
se → sd, where each polynomial is parameterized to the time
variable t in each dimension out of x, y, z and yaw. The
2-segment trajectory of one dimension can be written as:



Fig. 5. The prototype of our drone platform

Dµ(t) =
{ ∑n

j=0 p1j(t− t0)j t ∈ [t0, t1] st → se∑n
j=0 p2j(t− t1)j t ∈ [t1, t2] se → sd,

(8)
where pj is the jth order polynomial coefficient of the

trajectory. t1 and t2 are the end time of each trajectory, with
the total time of 4t = t2 − t0, which is calculated by the
segment length, maximum velocity and acceleration based
on the trapezoidal acceleration profile [34].

Instead of formulating the objective function for each
dimension as in [35], in this paper, the coefficients in all
the x, y, z and yaw dimensions are coupled into one single
equation:

J =
∑

µ∈{x,y,z,yaw}

∫ T

0

(
d4fµ(t)

dt4

)2

dt. (9)

Finally, we re-plan the trajectory by solving the objective
function minimization Eq. 9 in real-time. The drone executes
filming footage along the trajectory.

In practice, we need to check maximum velocity and
acceleration of the trajectory to ensure dynamical feasibility.
If the acceleration or velocity of trajectory exceeds the
maximum value, we extend the flight time4t and recalculate
Eq. 9 to get a new trajectory. Then check the feasibility
of the trajectory until that it meets the requirement. For
simplification, we only check the trajectory at most five
iterations and extend the time 4t by 1.2 times each iteration.
The maximum acceleration and velocity is set as 2.5m/s2

and 1.5m/s. If the trajectory is still infeasible after five
iterations, we do not move the camera. In most cases, we
can solve a feasible trajectory at most two iterations.

VII. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

We integrate two processors and a gimbal camera into
a DJI Matrix 100, as Fig. 5 shows. We use DJI Guidance
System to provide positioning information. We choose a
powerful GPU Jetson TX2 to run shot feature extraction.
Meanwhile, we use DJI’s Mainifold (customized Jetson TK1)
to decode the video of the onboard gimbal camera and to
communicate with DJI Guidance System. As a result, we
use a combination of one TX2 and one Manifold to run the
entire system simultaneously. The TX2 is equipped with a
quad-core ARM Cortex-A57 processor, a dual-core Denver2

processor and 8 GB memory. The 256 GPU cores on the TX2
make it particularly suitable for parallel computing of body
keypoints detection. Compared with TX2, Manifold is less
powerful and it is equipped with a quad-core ARM Cortex-
A15 processor, 2 GB memory and 192 GPU cores. We use
a Zenmuse X3 Gimbal Camera to capture stabilized footage.
To achieve real-time performance, each frame is resized to
304x176 before further processing.

We deploy different modules to two processors based on
their computation complexity. Table I shows the runtime of
different modules for each frame. More precisely, the TX2 is
dedicated for shot feature extraction, and the DJI Manifold
covers the viewpoint prediction and camera planning. Both
processors are powered by the battery of the DJI Matrix 100
and are connected using an Ethernet cable. Communication
between two computers is done by utilizing the ROS infras-
tructure. Meanwhile, the user utilizes the user interface on
the ground PC to design the shot and send it to the drone
using Wi-Fi.

TABLE I
RUNTIME OF DIFFERENT MODULES

GPU Module Runtime (ms)
TX2 Shot Feature Extraction 218.47

Manifold Viewpoint Prediction 22.43
Gimbal/Drone Body Control 17.36

VIII. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we conduct quantitative and qualitative
experiments to evaluate our method. These experiments are
designed to answer the following questions:

A. Does the predictive model learn the filming skills from
the professional videos?

Experiment: We train two learning networks with the
professional videos from gettyimages.com and the random
single-subject videos from Youtube. We keep the same
amount of training data (200 videos) and compare the
prediction error of the test videos from gettyimages.com.

TABLE II
THE PREDICTION ERROR OF THE SCREEN POSITION AND RELATIVE

CAMERA POSITION

Training Data Screen Position Relative Camera Position
(pixel) (m)

Professionals 11 0.33
Random 16 0.59

Result: Tab. II compares the prediction error of two models
trained from different datasets. The screen positions and
the relative camera positions predicted from the professional
videos are more accurate than those from random videos. The



Fig. 6. (A, C) The snapshots of two footages captured by our drone system. (B, D) The framing objectives given by users in the User Interface.

Fig. 7. Left: The possibility of collision decreases with the increasing
training data. Right: The drone can pass by the subject in the test phase.

predicted results are related to not only the previous inputs
but also the memory of the training data in the network. We
can draw the conclusion that the predictive model does learn
the filming skills from the professional videos.

B. Is the drone system capable of avoiding collision with the
subject?

Experiment: We export one human model from the CMU
motion capture dataset [36] to the simulation. Given the
random user’s input and the initial position of the drone, we
count the collision times along with the increasing training
data. We model the avoided region (see the red sphere in
Fig. 7 (right)) using a sphere around the subject (2 m). If
the drone intrudes into the avoided region, we consider it
to be a collision. We test 100 times for each set of training
data.

Result: Fig. 7 (left) shows that the possibility of collision
decreases with the increasing training data. This can be ex-
plained by the fact that the training video implicitly includes
the information of keeping the safety distance. Inspired by
[37], we believe that the drone system can be more robust in
avoiding collisions if we feed in more training video captured
in different conditions.

C. What are the benefits of learning?

Experiment: We utilize the user study to analyze the
benefits of learning via two experiments: 1) comparing the
quality of the footage captured by beginners with versus
without the assistance of our system, and 2) comparing the
footages captured manually by experts and by beginners with

the assistance of our system. We recruited 5 novice volun-
teers with no prior knowledge of cinematography nor drone
piloting experience, and 5 volunteers with aerial filming
experience. Each participant is required to capture 2 pieces
of video clips with and without using our system, and then
each one is assigned a questionnaire to score (from 1 (worst)
to 5 (best)) the quality of all the video clips.

TABLE III
THE USER STUDY FOR BENEFITS OF LEARNING

Manual Filming Automatic Filming Manual Filming
by Beginners by Beginners by Experts
1.71± 1.29 4.25± 0.53 4.11± 0.82

Result: The experimental result among beginners shows
that the scores (4.25 ± 0.53) for the footage captured with
our system are higher than for the footage captured manually
(1.71±1.29). In the second experiment, the footage captured
by the beginners with the assistance of our system is close
to that filmed by the experts, which demonstrates that our
system does successfully mimic a professional cameraman.

Fig. 6 illustrates two sequences of snapshots of the video
(A and C) and two framing objectives (B and D) given
by users in the UI. The end frame (t=9 s) is consistent
with the user’s inputs. The attached videos demonstrate
that our system achieves film-look footage and successfully
mimics a professional cameraman. More comparison results
are demonstrated in our demo video.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a novel autonomous drone
filming based on imitation learning. Our system allows the
user to customize the camera viewpoint, and later create a
cinematic footage that connects the desired viewpoint. We
divided this task into two steps: 1) we used supervised learn-
ing techniques to train a network to predict the shot framing
in the next timestep, and 2) our system generates control
commands to move the drone and gimbal to achieve the
predicted shot framing. Our experimental results demonstrate
the effectiveness of our system for assisting pilot beginners
to capture film-look footage.
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